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ABSTRACT Achieving privacy-preserving analytical query with fine-grained access control for cloud-
based data warehouse (CDW) through the use of online analytical processing (OLAP) tool is a real challenge. 
This is because the access control must be enforced differently to multiple users while the OLAP query should 
be excelled from the encrypted DW and the query results are delivered through the public network. Existing 
solutions employ encryption solutions to apply on DW. However, they mostly overlooked fine-grained access 
control enforcement to different users and efficient OLAP query performance when there is a large number 
of users. In this paper, we proposed a PPAC-CDW scheme, a fine-grained and privacy-preserving access 
control with efficient query processing for OLAP queries for CDW.  Our proposed scheme is based on the 
integration of ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption, an extended model of materialized view scheme 
of MOLAP, and the hybrid cloud system. Our proposed scheme enjoys fast query performance based on 
encrypted pre-computed cube and our proposed B+Tree model. In addition, we introduced an efficient and 
traceable user revocation mechanism based on proxy re-encryption and blockchain with optimized cost of 
ciphertext retrieval. Finally, we conducted experiments to show that our scheme renders efficient data access 
performance compared to the existing works. 

INDEX TERMS Access control, Cloud computing, Data warehouse, CP-ABE, B+Tree, Revocation 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Data warehouse (DW) is a system used to support data 

analysis and business intelligence applications. To formulate 
the data warehouse system, several data sources are pulled to 
an ETL tool used to extract, transform, and load the unified 
data onto the data warehouse. Generally, the volume of data 
to be stored in the DW is huge. Hence, OLAP tool is 
introduced to leverage the data from DW and big data for 
supporting the decision making. It is usually employed to 
model the DW schema. There are three major OLAP models 
including multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP), relational 
OLAP (ROLAP), and Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP). In MOLAP 
system, multidimensional cubes are constructed from pre-
computation of all possible views called materialized views. 

ROLAP is based on the star schema which is a kind of 
relational database schema in which data are stored in the 
fact table and several dimension tables. HOLAP is a hybrid 
scheme of MOLAP and ROLAP. Implementing an 
enterprise data warehouse is non-trivial. Adequate 
computational resources, including powerful servers, 
storage, and network infrastructure, are necessary to 
accommodate extensive amounts of data and handle complex 
analytical queries effectively. Due to the emerging 
technology of cloud computing providing ubiquitous, 
resilient, and on-demand service, many enterprises tend to 
use the cloud service as a major platform for their system 
deployment. Here, data warehouse and big data can be 
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implemented on virtualization machines and cloud storage 
where the users can connect to consume the services flexibly 
through any endpoint systems such as computer and mobile 
devices. While the cloud offers numerous advantages, the 
primary concern for most enterprises when considering its 
adoption is the management of privacy and security. In 
particular, the data stored in a data warehouse or OLAP 
system typically consists of cleansed and strategic 
information that is considered sensitive and highly valuable. 
As a result, any instances of data leakage or compromise 
within these systems are considered critical. 

Generally, cloud service providers (CSPs) provide basic 
security systems such as strong authentication and 
encryption to support the secure access control and data 
privacy of the system or data located in their platforms. 
However, CSPs can be considered honest but curious. If the 
encryption key is not fully managed by the tenants, the 
privacy of data cannot be fully guaranteed. In addition, the 
overheads of both computation and key management to 
support user queries over the encrypted data are big 
problems. Traditional encryptions such as symmetric 
encryption and public key encryption are not efficient to be 
directly applied for outsourced data and queries in the cloud 
environment. This is because the key distribution cost of 
symmetric encryption is not impractical for multiple cloud 
users while the public key encryption needs multiple copies 
of the ciphertexts for each user. 

Basically, data warehouse users interact with its based on 
the analytical query made over the data warehouse by using 
the OLAP tool. Here, the query over the encrypted data 
techniques has gained more momentum and thus has been 
introduced by a few works [1,2,3] to achieve the privacy 
preserving of database privacy and query.   
     In addition to the query processing over the encrypted 
data approach, order preserving encryption (OPE) [4] and 
homomorphic encryption [5] are applied by some works 
[6,7] to support the privacy of query processing in cloud data 
warehouse and big data [20, 21]. The OPE is an encryption 
scheme whose encryption function preserves the numerical 
ordering of the plaintexts. In homomorphic encryption, it 
allows computation such as mathematical operations such as 
addition and multiplication to be performed directly on 
encrypted data.  
     However, dealing with the query over encrypted 
database, OPE and homomorphic encryption share common 
problems related to computation complexity and their 
performance issue. Also, the segregation of user rights to 
make the different access rights cannot be fully done by such 
techniques. For example, Alice and Bob can only make a 
query over the encrypted DW for viewing the sales 
performance that belongs to his/her responsible store only. 
This can be only done by limiting the access in the database 
configuration or writing additional functions to check the 
query request done over the encrypted dimensional data and 

fact to respond to the query. Therefore, managing the 
privilege of users and providing encryption mechanism are 
required separately and the cost of such tasks is non-trivial 
especially when there are a high number of users using the 
cloud data warehouse (CDW).  

To date, a ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption 
(CP-ABE) is considered an effective solution to support fine-
grained and privacy-preserving access control for outsourced 
data sharing. Many cloud-based access control solutions 
[8,9,10,11] use CP-ABE as their cryptographic construct. In 
CP-ABE, the data is encrypted with the access policies 
constructed from the set of attributes logically determined by 
the mathematical operators such as <, >, = and gate operators 
AND, OR, MoN. To decrypt the ciphertext, the user needs to 
have a secret key consisting of a set of attributes that satisfy 
the access policy used to encrypt such ciphertext.  Therefore, 
CP-ABE is a cryptographic-based access control mechanism 
that supports one-to-many encryption and fine-grainedness. 
However, CP-ABE is not suitable to directly support data 
warehouse security because of two major reasons due to its 
expensive pairing and exponentiation operations and lack of 
revocation support which is the essential security 
requirement for managing users in data warehouse setting 
where different user groups can join and leave the system. 
The cost of revocation generally includes ciphertext re-
encryption and key update or key re-generation.  

Recently, blockchain technology has been employed by 
many works [12,13,14] to support scalable and traceable data 
access control. Thanks to its nice characteristics related to 
decentralized network, tamper-resistance, and faut-
tolerance, blockchain has been employed by many industries 
such as financial, healthcare, supply chain, transportation, 
etc. to enable their business transaction processing to be done 
in a more accessible, traceable, and secure manner. 
Considering the cloud-based access control for big data and 
data warehouse where the high number of users from several 
enterprise units or different domains can access or make a 
query deliberately, adopting blockchain to automate and 
control core access control functions and user management 
life cycle (register, authentication, revocation) as well as 
support data query is promising. 
     Existing data warehouse security solutions [1, 18, 19, 20, 
25, 26] generally share the common shortfalls as follows. 
They generally focus on encrypting the dimension and/or 
fact data while the access control method is separately 
managed. They also ignore the issues related to transaction 
tractability and revocation. In addition, the performance of 
encrypted data or query mostly rely on the traditional search 
where the associated dimension and fact data are 
exhaustively search for the query.  
     Consequently, it is a real challenge to entail the privacy-
preserving access control for OLAP query with fast query 
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performance and efficient revocation for CDW. In this paper, 
we proposed a secure and fine-grained and privacy-
preserving access control scheme for shared DW query 
results over the MOLAP system. Major building blocks of 
our proposed scheme consists of the core cryptographic 
protocols based on a symmetric encryption and CP-ABE, the 
proposed B+Tree for encrypted MV retrieval, and proxy re-
encryption (PRE) and blockchain to support user revocation 
management. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the 
first attempt that extend the capability of B+ Tree modeled 
in role-based and blockchain technology in association with 
the encrypted dimension and fact data for serving both 
privacy-preserving access control and fast query response in 
CDW setting. We summarize the contributions of our 
proposed scheme as follows.  

1) We proposed a new cryptographic-based access 
control scheme called PPAC-CDW for outsourced 
data warehouse system where the dimension and 
fact data are encrypted. The query results are 
returned as the encrypted materialized view based 
on CP-ABE.  This enables both privacy-preserving 
OLAP query and a fine-grained access control for 
users in CDW.  

2) We implemented a novel approach to querying data 
cubes using B+Tree indexing combined with role-
based modeling, which is then applied to an 
encrypted cube. This enables efficient OLAP 
queries to be conducted over an encrypted data 
warehouse. Our proposed MV retrieval technique 
significantly optimizes the query time and enables 
ease and scalable management of the access control 
to the group of organizational users.  

3) We devised a traceable and efficient user revocation 
management protocol to enable optimized cost of 
ciphertext re-encryption based on proxy re-
encryption. Our scheme leveraged blockchain and 
smart contract to support user authentication and 
user revocation checking making the system 
accountable and robust for managing users in the 
large-scale data warehouse. This also improves the 
scalability and system fault-tolerance due to the 
decentralization and data replication of blockchain. 

4) We conducted the comparative analysis to 
demonstrate the computation cost and performance 
of our proposed scheme and related works.  
 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II  
discusses related works. Section III presents the background 
theories used in our proposed system. Section IV presents 
our proposed scheme. Section V gives the security analysis. 
Section VI describes the implementation and evaluation. 
Finally, the conclusion and future work are given in section 
VII. 
 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
        Recently, there are several works [7, 15-26] focusing on 
the security and privacy of data warehouse and big data 
implemented in the cloud environment. Here, access control 
models featured encryption techniques [3, 18, 19, 20] are 
employed to achieve the privacy-preserving solution of 
outsourced data and query. Specifically, this paper discusses 
the work dedicated to access control and DW or OLAP data 
security. 

In [7], the authors proposed an encryption method for 
securing the data warehouse and the related OLAP system. 
The proposed algorithm supports queries over encrypted DW 
data hosted in the cloud. The proposed system performs 
several encryption tasks based on the statistical properties of 
target DW data. The authors also conduct experiments to test 
the performance of OLAP queries done over the encrypted 
DW. However, several encryption states used to render the 
expensive cost in practice.  

In [15], the authors investigated an implementation and 
assessing a privacy-preserving OLAP framework namely 
SPPOLAP, which is a system emphasizing the privacy 
notion for aggregated OLAP query instead of data cube cells. 
The authors applied a privacy-preserving OLAP 
perturbation-based technique which uses the privacy grid to 
combine partition domains of the cube and the value is thus 
indistinguishable. Nevertheless, this approach does not 
provide the access control featured with the fine-grained 
privilege to the users and the cost of perturbing the 
aggregated data is expensive as it needs to be computed for 
all queries. 

In [18], the authors introduced an effective sensitivity 
analysis method using approximate query processing for 
classifying documents to limit sensitive information leakage.  
  The leakage assessment and parameter extraction algorithm 
were invented for cloud data warehouses based on the 
connection network and attribute network construction to 
evaluate approximate query processing. However, this paper 
does not entail the privacy-preserving solution for CDW. 
       In [25], the authors proposed a CloudWar system using 
a homomorphic encryption algorithm for securing and 
querying a data warehouse hosted in the cloud. For 
homomorphic privacy, all cell values are converted into 
perturbation values. Also, the weighted value for answering 
range query is introduced to reduce time complexity and 
communication overhead. However, the complexity of 
homomorphic key generations and their encryption cost are 
the core overheads when the system is accessed by a large 
number of users.  
 
 
 

 
TABLE 1:FUNCTIONALITY COMPARISON 
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In [26], the authors proposed a privacy-preserving 

OLAP query based on private cell retrieval from a data 
warehouse and the Paillier cryptosystem. In this scheme, the 
client can securely perform OLAP operations on the data 
warehouse and retrieve the cube cells without disclosing any 
information. The proposed scheme encrypts all measured 
value by using the system’s public key while dimension 
attributes are not encrypted.  To decrypt the measured value, 
the authorized user needs to request the server for decryption. 
The cost for the client to query the data warehouse is thus 
propositional to the number of decryption queries. However, 
this work provides a limitation on the server dependency and 
the communication cost is high when there are a high number 
of decryption requests. 

Table 1 presents the functionality comparison of key 
schemes entailing the security and privacy for big data or 
data warehouse. As shown in Table 1, only scheme [20] and 
ours used RBAC access control mechanism in which users 
are assigned to access shared data with specific privilege 
based on their role.  Regarding the data privacy-preserving 
technique, our scheme applied AES-256 to encrypt the large 
volume of data and used CP-ABE to encrypt the symmetric 
key while scheme [19] used AES to only encrypt the data 
dictionary. Scheme [20] applied CP-ABE to support privacy 
preserving big data. Scheme [7] and [25] used homomorphic 
encryption to encrypt measures  
and dimension attributes. While scheme [26] used Paillier 
cryptography to encrypt the measure only. other encryption 
methods in other schemes. Schemes [7,18,19,26]. To provide 
the data retrieval method, only ours, [7], and [26] that 
provide full privacy-preserving over the measures or 
dimensional data provide the way to retrieve encrypted query  
 
 

result. Finally, only scheme [20] and ours support user 
revocation. However, scheme [20] worked on the actual big 

data and did not provide the query method.  
     Recently, we proposed a secure and verifiable 

Boolean keyword searchable encryption over encrypted 
CDW [42] based on the integration of bitmapping and 
inverted indexing techniques and blockchain technology. 
However, this work did not focus on fine-grained access 
control with the support of user revocation in CDW setting. 
     To the best of our knowledge, there are no works 
supporting both fine-grained access control and practically 
efficient OLAP query over the encrypted data warehouse 
outsourced in the cloud. Most schemes separate encryption 
and access control mechanisms in different stages of 
implementation. Rather, querying encrypted DW requires 
the assistive use of a searchable encryption technique which 
deals with index encryption and decryption cost. Lastly, the 
user revocation issue in most cryptographic-based access 
control models require re-encryption and key update of all 
non-revoked users in order to satisfy forward and backward 
security. However, the cost of revocation is even more costly 
due to a large number of encrypted cubes or encrypted 
queries and users.  
     In this paper, we tackled all the above issues by engaging 
CP-ABE, blockchain, and B+ tree to support secure, efficient 
and practical privacy-preserving OLAP query with efficient 
revocation in cloud data warehouse.  Our proposed scheme 
provides fast encrypted cube which is a resulting of OLAP 
query based on our proposed indexing mechanism and 
blockchain without the exhaustive search over all data cubes 
in the entire data warehouse. 
III. BACKGROUND 

This section describes the background of materialized 
views, bilinear maps, and access tree used in our system 
model. 

Scheme Access 
Control 

Mechanism 

Data Warehouse 
(DW)/ Big Data (BD) 

Encryption Technique Encryption Object Ciphertext 
Query Method 

Revocation 
Support 

[7] ABAC DW Homomorphic & OPE Measures & Descriptive 
Attributes 

SSB No 

[15] NA BD No No No No 

[18] NA DW AES128 Document No No 

[19] NA DW AE & AES-129 Dictionary No No 

[20] RBAC BD CP-ABE Big data No Yes 

[25] NA DW Homomorphic Dimension and measure No No 

[26] NA DW Paillier-PCR Measure data Private Block 
Index 

No 

Ours RBAC DW AES256 and CP-ABE Cube B+TREE Yes 
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A. Materialized Views 
     In data warehouse, a materialized view (MV) is a pre-
computed view result comprising aggregated and/or joined 
data from fact and possibly dimension tables.  In MOLAP, a 
DW is modeled in the multidimensional space where 
multiple dimensions are formed and associated with the 
measure attribute. The precomputed view can be calculated 
from the possible aggregation operations of the dimensions 
and measured in a cube.  

Definition 1: Multidimensional space: Let W be the space 
of all dimensions. For each dimension Di, there exists a set 
of levels, denoted as levels(Di). A dimension is a lattice (H, 
≺) of levels. Each path in the lattice of a dimension 
hierarchy, beginning from its least upper bound and ending 
in its greatest lower bound is called a dimension path. For 
example, the dimension path [day, week, month, year] is 
represented as day≺week≺ month≺ year. 

  
Definition 2: Dimensional level Space 
Let Y be the space of all dimension levels. We can find the 
dimension where a dimension level (DL) belongs to, through 
the operator h: h(DLi) – D if DLi  Îlevels(D). For each 
dimension level, there is a set of values belonging to it (e.g. 
dimension level “city” has “Bangkok”, “Tokyo”, “London”, 
“NewYork” as values). We define dom(DLi) as the set of all 
the values of a dimension level DLi.  

 
Definition 3: Base Cube 
A base cube Cb as a 3-tuple< D, L, R> where 
• D = <D1, D2,…, Dn, M> is a list of dimensions (Di, M Î 

W). M is a measure of the cube. 

• L =<DL1,DL2,…, DLn, *ML> is a list of dimension 
levels (DLi., *ML Î Y). ML is the dimension level of 
the measure of the cube. 

• R is a set of cell data formed as a tuple x = (x1,x2,…, xn, 
*m) where  I in [1,…,n], xi Î dom(DLi) and *m Î 
dom(*ML). 

In our model, we assume that materialized view 
represents all possible views of the base cube c. Each view 
is computed from the set of aggregation operations including 
{sum, avg, count, max, min, rank(n)}. Each one of the 
operations results in a new cube c’ or a materialized view 
(MV). Table 2 shows an example of a simple base cube for 
the loan data warehouse of a banking system. 

TABLE 2 
EXAMPLE OF BASE CUBE FOR LOAN DATA WAREHOUSE 

     As shown in Table 2, a base cube Cb = < D, L, R> where 
D = {Time, Customer, Branch, Loan Account Type, 
Amount, Loan, Risk, Compliance, Teller, Auditor}, L = 
{Day, Customer Name, Location, Loan Amount, Team}, R 
is shown in the above Table. The query is done over the cube 
through operations such as roll-up, drill down, slice, dice, 
and navigate. 

B. Bilinear Map 
     Let G0 and G1 be two multiplicative cyclic groups of 
prime order p. Let g be a generator of G0 and e be a bilinear 
map, e: G0× G0→G1. The bilinear map e has the following 
properties 

• Bilinearity: ∀u,v	∈	G0 and a, b	∈Zp, e(ua, vb) = e(u, 
v)ab = e(ub, va) 

 
• Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) ≠1 

 
• Computability: ∀u,v	∈ G0, an efficiently computation 

of e(u,v) exist  
 
Definition 4: Access Structure Let a set {P1,P2,…,Pn} be 
given attribute. A collection 	𝐴 ⊂ 2!"!,"#,…,"%		$	is monotone if 
∀𝐵, 𝐶 ∶ 𝑖𝑓	𝐵 ∈ 𝐴	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝐵	 ⊂ 	𝐶 ⟶ 	𝐶.An access structure is 
respectively be a monotone collection 𝐴 of non-empty 
subsets of {P1,P2,…,Pn}, i.e. 𝐴 ⊂ 2{"!,"#,…,"%}∕ {∅}. 
 
Definition 5: Access Tree T. Let T be a tree representing an 
access structure. Each non-leaf node of the tree represents a 
threshold gate, described by its children, and a threshold 
value. If numx is the number of children of a node x and kx is 
its threshold value, then 0 < kx ≤ numx. When kx = 1, the 
threshold gate is an OR gate, and when kx = numx, it is an 
AND gate. Each leaf node x of the tree is described by an 
attribute and a threshold value kx = 1. If the k-of-n gate is 
allowed in T, in this case, kx = k where k is the threshold value 
determined in the k-of-n gate. In addition, while having AND 
gate from the above definition as a right-node root node, we 
have another branch of left-child root node that is another 
OR gate that represents the role nodes. Role node is an OR 
gate which consists of two parameters position and node key 
value NKV. Each user has been assigned a unique NKV that 
is associated with his position in the overall system. In 

Time Customer Bran
ch 

Loan 
Accou
nt Type 

Amount 
(USD) 

Position 

01-01-2021 John W. B001 Type A 50,000 Teller 

01-02-2021 Alice C. B002 Type B 75,000 Loan 

31-03-2021 Kevin B. B003 Type A 40,000 Teller 

01-01-2022 Bob T. B001 Type C 65,500 Auditor 

15-05-2021 Timmy  B004 Type B 80,000 Teller 

15-05-2021 Sarah J. B003 Type C 120,000 Loan 

30-09-2022 Bob T. B002 Type A 200,000 Compliance 

15-10-2022 Alex F. B004 Type B 85,000 Risk 
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addition, all ACPs have the Proxy’s IP address connected to 
OR gate to allow the delegation of proxy’s decryption 
capability.In our scheme, access tree T is called as access 
control policy (ACP).  
 
IV. Our Proposed Scheme 
     This section presents the system model of our proposed 
MEMV scheme and provides the details of its system 
components. Figure 1 represents our proposed system model. 
There are the following entities constituted in our systems: 

FIGURE 1. Our Proposed System Model 

1) Data sources refer to multiple sources of data that 
are heterogeneous in their formats, volume, and 
locations.  
ETL tool is a system responsible for normalizing 
the data by extracting data from sources, 
transforming the multiple data formats into the 
common schema able to be processed by the data 
warehouse and OLAP tool, and loading the data to 
be stored in the warehouse.   

2) Private Cloud stores the first stage of pre-
computed views after the ETL process. In our 
system, we assume that private cloud is an isolated 
environment where the access control is accessible 
by only one tenant or organization. We also locate 
the encryption service in the private cloud to 
support data encryption before it is sent to the 
public cloud for supporting OLAP query to the data 
users.  

3) Public cloud stores encrypted cubes which 
connects to the OLAP interface and blockchain 
where the query and access control are performed 
respectively. 

4) Data Users are the entities authorized to access and 
make a query over the data warehouse. Each user is 
assigned a decryption key to decrypt the encrypted 
query or data cube. In our scheme, users making the 
query are managed in the role-based of which the 
set of qualified MVs is bound to.  

5) Blockchain retains access transactions and smart 
contracts supporting authentication, and user 
revocation. In our model, there are three smart 

contracts including (1) authentication contract 
which verifies identity and validation of requested 
users, (2) revocation list updation contract which 
adds the revoked user into the revocation list, and 
(3) attribute&NKV validation contract that checks 
the attribute hold by the revoked user and the 
existing node key value.  

6) Proxy is a semi-trusted server that is responsible for 
ciphertext re-encryption when there is a revocation 
case.  

In our scheme, we applied the B+Tree model [27] with some 
existing related papers [28,29,30] to structurally formulate 
the index of a set of encrypted MVs to support efficient query 
retrieval done by the OLAP query.  

A. Our Proposed Role and B+Tree based MV Mapping  
Let B+Tree be the top level of binary search tree in which 
the search operation supports fast multi-dimension views in 
multiple levels of index. Let h be the height of the tree, N  is 
the number of node key values (NKV), and M is the 
maximum number of children node in the tree.  
    Here, the minimum number of NKV in each non-root node 
is ceil(M/2), and the maximum number of NKV is M-1. The 
minimum number of children in each internal node is ceil 
(M/2)+1. In our system, each role has a unique NKV. We 
separate the structure of the tree in two orders: internal node 
represented by IntNode and external nodes or leaf nodes 
represented by OutNode. For IntNode structure, every 
internal node structurally has N1 <N2 <N3 =<N4 <,…, <N7 
=<N8 <N9 <Nn where  N of n is the unique NKV of each 
node and n ∈	Zp. The symbol placed in front of and after 
NKV is a tree pointer Pi that corresponds to each node and is 
used to point to another node of the tree.  
    For OutNode structure, each leaf node has both NKV and 
data pointer Di of each particular node where Di points to the 
encrypted material views of data warehouse. All leaf nodes 
and their NKV are at the same level. They are sorted in the 
ascending order starting from N1 <N2 <N3 <,…,<N8 <N9 
<Nn  where n ∈	 Zp. Figure 2 below shows the generic 
structure of our proposed B+Tree model. 

FIGURE 2. B+Tree Generic Structure  
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     As for the running example for the loan data warehouse 
of banking system, the structure of B+Tree can be 
represented in Figure 3.  
We build the B+Tree data structure as follows. 

1) There are 4 branches, and each branch has 9 roles 
including a branch manager. We have another 2 
roles as the top-level manager known as Secretary 
of Head and Head of Bank. 

2) Head of Bank: can access everything from the 4 
branches. 

3) Secretary of Head: can access all sub-managers of 
all branches except the IT managers.  

4) A Branch Manager: can access all sub-managers 
such as IT, compliance, auditor, and risk managers. 

5) IT Manager: can only access data of IT support 
staff. 

6) Compliance Manager: can only access data of credit 
analyst staff. 

7) Auditor Manager: can only access data of bank 
teller and loan officers.  

8) Risk Manager: can access data of every staff 
member to evaluate and mitigate the risk at all costs. 

9) IT Support, Credit Analyst, Bank Teller, and Loan 
Officers: can only access the information within 
their own team.  

FIGURE 3. B+Tree Structure of Roles for Loan Data Warehouse 
 
     Based on this role division, we can extend a number of 
staffs for each team accordingly. Specifically, we define each 
role with a unique range number of NKV in a list of lists. It 
simply refers to a role “Bank Teller” for the list of all lists. 
For instance, [‘10’, ‘20’, ‘30’, ‘40’] is the first list in NKV 
lists that represents a role as “Bank Teller”. Then, we map 
each list in NKV lists into four separated lists of all lists with 
branch number. In example, [‘10’, ‘20’, ‘30’, ‘40’] will be 
mapped with [‘B001’, ‘B002’, ‘B003’, ‘B004’] respectively. 
We now have a new list of lists [[‘10’,‘B001’], 
[‘20’,‘B002’], [‘30’, ‘B003’], [‘40’, ‘B004’]]. 
    Then, we map the role and NKV together to be a list of 
lists in which we append each index to the branch list. 

Therefore, when DUs make a query that contains the NKV 
range, it goes directly to that index and returns the NKV. 
This will call the bplustree.find(MVRole[i][ii]) search function 
as illustrated in Algorithm 1. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The pseudocode of the above example of constructing 
B+Tree from the banking hierarchy tree is formulated as 
shown in the Algorithm 1 while the searching and retrieving 
function done over encrypted MVs through NKV value are 
shown in the Algorithm 2.  
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FIGURE.4. Example of B+Tree Structure of a Bank System 

 
Figure 4 exhibits the example of our constructed B+Tree for 
the loan data warehouse scenario. For instance, the query is 
made and the NKV “90” is included. The search function 
will be executed starting at the root of the tree. The root node 
has a four keys range (4 data sizes) containing 70, 102, 114, 
and 128. It searches through each NKV from left to right. It 
initially compares “90” to “70” since the input NKV is bigger 
than the compared one, the index of compared NKV moves 
to the right side for the bigger NKV. This index stays 
between 70 and 102 which infers the meaning of a value that 
is starting from 70 up until 102. Then, it goes down to the 
child node to compare “90” with 85 and it is again smaller 
than 90. It moves the index to the right side of 85 which is in 
the middle of 85 and 95. This index indicates the NKV range 
from 85 up to 95. It goes down and we finally see the leaf 
node that contains 85 and 90. Since all leaf nodes are linked 
together as a linked list, the search function finds 90 in that 
node. Upon the finding of the resulting NKV, the pointer 
directs the search result to particular encrypted M. 

B. User Authentication 
     We developed a smart contract called “authenticateBC()” 
to check the identity of the users.  

1) authenticateBC(userID, SKR, NKV) à True  
     This function takes userID, their secret key SKR, and 
NKV as inputs and outputs the status “True” for successful 
authentication. It checks whether any DUs are suspicious and 
unallowed to access our system by taking the input from DUs 
that corresponds to encrypted ciphertext CTMVi storing in our 
B+Tree data structure. The pseudocode of this smart contract 
is written below. 

 
 

 
 
 
As presented in the Algorithm 3, if every input is valid, DUs 
are allowed to take further action in our proposed system. 
This smart contract will be executed whenever a DU makes 
a request to OLAP interface and proceed to the decryption 
phase. 

C. Cryptographic Construct 
  In this section, we describe the cryptographic construct of 
our proposed model. Basically, the cryptographic of our 
system is based on symmetric encryption AES-256 and 
Ciphertext-Attributed based Encryption CP-ABE.  
There are five phases including Setup, Keygen, Encryption, 
Decryption, and Revocation.To ease of describing our 
proposed cryptographic algorithms, we present the notations 
used in our scheme in Table 3. 

TABLE 3. Notation 
Notation Meaning 

NKV A key value to be used in B+Tree 

MVRole[i] A materialized view that belongs to Role i and Attribute 
as a list that has index i corresponding to the NKVs 

mappedMV A result from running query that contain both encrypted 
AES-256 key and encrypted MVs. It can be called a 
bundle of both CTMVi and CTk 

R A random value generated by CSPRNG to be used for 
AES256 encryption.  

PKk  AA’s Public key 

MKk AA’s Master Secret key 

SA A set of attributes that can be issued to DU 

SKR   A secret key constructing from SA associated user’s 
role. 

SKR’ A new secret key for whom share the same role to a 
revoked user.  

SKProxy A secret key for semi-trusted proxy constructing from 
its IP address and security parameters.  

ACP  A CP-ABE based access policy 

symKey A symmetric key of AES-256 used to encrypt the MVs 
before it is offloaded to the public cloud 

CTk An encrypted symmetric key 

CTMVi
 A ciphertext of MVs encrypted by the symmetric 

encryption 

Revol A revocation list that contains the list of users whose SKR 

is eligible for key updating. 
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Phase1: Setup Phase 
CreateAuthenticatedAuthority(AA)àPKk, MKk,. 

The setup algorithm considers security or system 
parameters and returns the pubic key PKk  and master key 
MKk. 
 
Phase2: Keygen 

There are three key types: symmetric key, user secret key 
(CP-ABE key), and proxy secret key (CP-ABE Proxy) used 
in our system and each key type is generated through three 
algorithms including systemKeygen, 
duRoleAttributeKeygen, and proxyAttributeKeygen 
accordingly. 

     1)systemKeygen(keyGen)àsymKey 
This algortihm takes keyGen as an input where  

keyGen =CSPRNG.selectRandomKey() and keySize=256. 
It returns the symKey for AES-256. 
The AA then sends the symKey to DUs. 

 
   2)duRoleAttributeKeygen(PKk, MKk, SA)à SKR 

This algorithm is run by the AA. It takes as input PK, 
MK, and SA. The SK of  

the DU created by the algorithm using a randomly selected 
r∈Zp, and each attribute j∈S will be represented by randomly 
selecting r∈Zp, resulting in the following: 

 
SKR=(D=g(α+r)/β,j∈S:Dj=gr.H(j)rj,D'j=grj) 

The AA then sends the SKR to the DUs. 

   3)proxyAttributeKeygen(PKk, MKk, Proxy’s IP) à    
SKProxy 
This algorithm is run by the AA. It takes as inputs PK, MK, 
and IP address of the proxy. It outputs the proxy secret key, 
SKProxy. Before AA sends SKProxy to the proxy, AA has to 
encrypt the key using random encryption. Here, the random 
encryption is done through the cryptographically secure 
pseudorandom number generator: 
CSPRNG.secureSelectRandomValue() and keySize =256.   
Then, AA encrypted the SKProxy by the following:  
 

Enc_CSPRNG.secureSelectRandomValue= 
EncR_SKProxy 

Then, R is divided into two parts and they are shuffled 
through the following functions: 
Devide(R)àR1|| R2 
Shuffle(R1|| R2) à R2||R1= R’ 
Then, R’ is sent to the BC and forward the Enc_SKProxy 
to the proxy.  

Phase3: Encryption 
We perform dual encryption based on the symmetric  

encryption AES-256 and CP-ABE which are done by our 
encryption service located in the private cloud. The details 
of encryption step are presented as follows. 

1) MVs Encryption 
The algorithm takes a symmetric key symKey to 

encrypt the MVs as the inputs and it outputs the 
encrypted view CTMVi.  

Enc(MVs, symKey) à CTMVi 

Then, the encrypted martialized views CTMVi is sent to 
store in the public cloud storage. 
2) symKey Encrytion 

This algorithm takes AA’s public key PKk, the 
symmetric key symKey, and access control policy ACP 
as inputs. Then it outputs the ciphertext of the encrypted 
symmetric key CTk.  

 
Enc-CP-ABE(PKk , symKey, ACP)à CTk 

Then, CTk is forwarded to store in the public cloud 
and bundled together the corresponding CTMVi in the 
B+Tree structure. 

 
Phase4: Decryption  
The decryption phase is activated upon the OLAP query 
made by the DUs. There are three stages as follows:  

1) CTk and CTMVi retrieval  

We make a query that includes the NKV to execute the 
function bplustree.find(MVRole[i][ii]) and it will return the 
bundle of the ciphertext and CTk.  

2) symKey Decryption 

This algorithm takes secret key SKR and outputs the 
symmetric key symKey. This algorithm is run by cloud. 

Dec-CP-ABE(SKR , CTk)à symKey 
Once the NKV search is found and matches to the existing 
one in B+Tree function, the algorithm is run to decrypt the 
CTsymKey and get the symKey. Then, DUs who made a 
query are returned with the encrypted views CTMVi, via the 
OLAP interface.  

3) Symmetric Decryption 

This algorithm is run by the DU. It takes symmetric key 
symKey to decrypt the encrypted CTMVi and outputs the 
MVs. 

Dec(symKey, CTMVi) àMVs 
Then, the resulting MV which is a query result is obtained. 
 
Phase5: User Revocation 

In this phase, it consists of 4 steps in which BC and 
proxy  

server cooperatively work to complete the revocation 
process. Basically, the revocation list “Revol” contains the 
userID and the status of all users. Revol is being stored in 
blockchain and all system entities has a uniquely assigned 
userID. To revoke a user, the data owner must send the 
revocation request to the proxy server, and it will forward 
the request to BC. BC verifies the user who made the 
request and returns Revol to the proxy with R’ random 
value to let the proxy runs the divide and reshuffle 
functions as follows: 

Devide(R’)àR2|| R1 
ReShuffle(R2|| R1) à R1||R2= R 
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Then, the derived R is used to decrypt the encrypted secret 
key Enc_SKProxy through the following function.  

Dec(Enc_SKProxy, R) à SKProxy 
 
  Figure 5 shows the overall user revocation of our proposed 
system.  

 
FIGURE 5. Sequence Diagram of User Revocation Process 
The details of the revocation steps are done through the 
following algorithms. 
         1)updateRevolBC(userID, NKV) àRevol 

This smart contract function takes userID which is given 
to every user in the system and the NKV defined in our 
B+Tree structure as inputs. It outputs the new Revol list. In 
this step, the data owner initiates the revocation process by 
requesting the blockchain to execute this smart contract. The 
algorithm of updateRevolBC() contract is as follows. 

 
This algorithm will add-on a revoke user’s identity and 

call the Revol List Validation smart contracts to validate the 
attributes and NKV. 

 
        2)ValidateBC(userID, NKV) àRevol 
 

This smart contract takes userID and NKV as inputs and 
output the validation of new Revol. This smart contract is 
exectued by BC. It stores the revocation list of all old users 
that contain SA and userID belongs to those users to compare 
with the new updated list for proof of validation. It supports 
user revocation by checking the Revol list whether it has 
stored any revoked user or not. 
The algorithm of this smart contract is written below. 

 
The code above checks whether the existing Revol and the 

new Revol are the same or not. If not, we update the Revol 
and retrieve all NKV that shares the same role to revoked 
user for further updateKey() algorithm.   

 
        1)reEncrypt(R, ACP’) à CTk’ 
 

This function takes R random value to decrypt the encrypted 
secret key of the proxy from BC and a new access control 
policies ACP’ as the inputs. It will output a new encrypted 
symKey CTk’ which is bundled with the encrypted ciphertext 
CTMVi stored in our B+Tree data structure. ACP is updated 
before the re-encrypt process starts and it contains two 
characters such NKV and a set of attributes that define the 
accessibility of user’s privilege. If any NKV is changed, the 
information in ACP will also be updated. This algorithm is 
executed by the proxy located in the cloud once the return 
status from blockchain shows the invalid status of any 
revoked user. The algorithm below shows how the symKey 
is re-encrypted.  

 
 
The proxy runs the algorithm to decrypt the existing 
encrypted symKey CTk with its secret key. Then, the symKey 
is re-encrypted corresponding to a particular CTMVi with the 
new access control list ACP’. The algorithm then outputs a 
new encrypted symKey CTk’ that will be re-bundled with the 
corresponding CTMVi in our B+Tree. Then, the updateKey() 
algorithm is called to update the Revol.  
 
       2)updateKey(Revol, SA’)à SKR’ 

This function takes Revol and a new set of attributes SA’ 
as inputs. It outputs a new secret keys SKR’ for all active 
users that share the same role with a revoked user. This 
function can be assisted by the B+Tree structure on NKV 
searching as well. Finally, the new update revocation list 
Revol is obtained.  
The updateKey() algorithm is described as follows: 
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V. Security Analysis 

This section discusses the security model and security 
properties of our proposed system. 

A. Security Model  
     In our model, we assume that AA is a trusted authority 
while private cloud storage is only accessible by the data 
owner. However, the public cloud is semi-trusted. In our 
system, all pre-computed cubes are encrypted with the AES 
encryption and stored in the public cloud. To preserve the 
confidentiality of the AES key, it is encrypted with CP-ABE 
method are stored on the cloud. Only authorized users having 
the secret key issued by the AA can decrypt the encrypted AES 
key and access the query results. 
    The security model of our scheme is defined as a game-
based in compromising the CP-ABE key to obtain the 
capability in accessing the encrypted symmetric key. The 
game-based between an adversary A and a challenger C is 
defined as follows: 

Setup. For uncorrupted authorities AA, the challenger C 
runs CreateAttributeAuthority algorithm and sends a public 
keys PK to the adversary A. For corrupted authorities AAʹ

 the 
challenger sends both the public key PK and secret key SKR to 
adversary A.  

Phase1: The adversary A delivers Sk which is a set of 
attributes issued by an uncorrupted authority AAk. The 
challenger C gives the secret key SK to the adversary A.  

Challenge. Adversary A sends two challenge messages m1 
and m2 to the simulator. The simulator flips a fair binary coin 
ν, and returns an encryption of mν. In this game, the CTK 
which is a ciphertext of the symmetric key encrypted by a CP-
ABE method. The ciphertext CTK is computed as follows:  

CTK = (T, Ĉ = mn 𝑧	, 𝐶𝑇& =	ℎ', ∀𝑦 ∈ 𝑌:	𝐶( = 𝑔)'(0)			, 
𝐶′( = 𝐻(𝑎𝑡𝑡(𝑦)))'	()) ) where  g is a chosen set of attributes. 
If μ= 0 then 𝑧 = 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)*'. .  

Therefore, the ciphertext CTK is a valid random encryption 
of message mn. 

Otherwise, if  μ= 1 then 𝑧 = 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔),	. We now have, Ĉ = 
mn 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔),.. Since z is random, Ĉ will be a random element 
of G1 from the adversaries view and the message contains no 
information about mn.  

Phase 2. The simulator does as it did in Phase 1. 
Guess  Adversary A sends a guess of n’ of n.  The advantage 

of A in this game is defined as:  
ADVA = Pr[n = n’]-½. 

 

Definition 3: Our proposed scheme is secure if all polynomial 
time adversaries have at most a negligible advantage in the 
above game. 
Theorem 1: Suppose there is no polytime adversary who can 
break the security of CP-ABE with nonneglible advantage; 
then there is no polytime adversary who can break our crypto 
system with nonnegligible advantage. 

Proof: As we have shown how the adversary A has 
nonnegligible advantage against our scheme. Similar to A, we 
show how the adversary B, is created to break the CP-ABE 
scheme with nonnegligible advantage. The adversary B can 
play a similar game with the CP-ABE scheme to make private 
queries during the game to get the private keys in the CP-ABE 
scheme. 

Initialization. The adversary B takes the PK of the 
authority k, PK’k ={𝐺., 𝑔, ℎ = 	𝑔/ , 𝑓 = 𝑔

!
+, 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)*}, and the 

corresponding secret key (𝛽, 𝑔*). is unknown to the 
adversary. 

Setup. The adversary B gets the public parameters from PK’ 
as PKk ={𝐺., 𝑔, ℎ = 	𝑔/ , 𝑓 = 𝑔

!
+, 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)*}, then the public 

key PKk is sent to the adversary. 
Phase 1. B answers private key queries. Suppose the 

adversary is given a secret key query for a set of attributes S 
where S does not satisfy T. Here, B makes a query for 
obtaining SK for the same set S twice. Then, B obtains two 
different SKs as follows. 

SKk  =  (𝐷 = 𝑔(*,12)//,	, 	Ai∈S : Di =  𝑔2 . 𝐻(𝑖)2-	 , 𝐷′5	  = 
𝑔2- ). 

SK′k  =  (𝐷 = 𝑔(*,126)//,	, 	Ai∈S : Di =  𝑔26. 𝐻(𝑖)26-	 , 𝐷′5	  = 
𝑔26- ).  

Where i’s are attributes from S, and r, r′,𝑟5, 𝑟56 are random 
number in 𝑍7.  With SKk and SK′k, B can obtain 𝑔282./b, and 
chooses random number ti, ti,j Î 𝑍7. Let 𝑟∗ = 𝑡5-𝑟5 and 𝑟66= ti,j 
- 𝑟56. Then B derives the SK requested by A as 𝑆𝐾∗ = (𝐷 =
𝑔(*,126)//,	, 	Ai∈S : Di =  𝑔2∗ . 𝐻(𝑖)266-	 , 𝐷′5	  = 𝑔266- ). Then, 
the SK is returned to the adversary A. 

Challenge. When A decides that Phase 1 is over, it outputs 
an access policy T and two messages m1 and m2, which it 
wishes to be challenged. B gives the two messages to the 
challenger, and is given the challenge ciphertext CTK. Then B 
computes the challenges ciphertext for A from CTK as 𝐶𝑇:∗. 
Finally, the challenge ciphertext 𝐶𝑇:∗ is returned to the 
adversary A. 

Phase 2. A makes queries not issued in Phase 1. B responds 
as in Phase 1. 

Guess. Finally, it outputs a guess n’Î {1,0}, and then B 
concludes its own game by generating n’. According to the 
above security model, the advantage of the adversary B is: 

ADVA = |Pr[n = n’]-½| = ADVB 

Thus, B has nonnegligible advantage against the CP-ABE, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 

Since our cryptographic construct for accessing the 
decryption key is based on CP-ABE, the detailed proof can be 
referred to the original paper [32]. 
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VI. Evaluation 
This section presents the computation analysis of our 

PPAC-CDW and related works including scheme [18], [25], 
and [26]. We particularly chose works supporting privacy 
preserving data warehoused through the encryption method. 
In addition, we conducted experiments to measure the 
encryption, decryption, DW query, and revocation 
performance of related works and ours. 

A. Computational Cost Analysis 
This section analyzes the computation cost of encryption, 

decryption, and query/search cost of the encrypted query 
result done over data warehouse. Table 4 displays a 
comparison between the computation costs of our approach 
and similar studies. To illustrate the representation of the 
computation cost for each approach, the following notations 
are used. 
G0: Exponential operation in group G0 

G1:  Exponential operation in group G1 

E: Bilinear pairing operation 
|AP|: Number of attributes in access policy 
|UA|: Number of attributes in user secret key 
AESEnc1: AES encryption operation of 128 bits 
AESEnc2: AES encryption operation of 256 bits 
AESDec1: AES decryption operation of 128 bits 
AESDec2: AES decryption operation of 256 bits 
PCREnc: Paillier cryptosystem encrypted operation 
PCRDec: Paillier cryptosystem decrypted operation 
Gm: Multiple Arithmetic operation in group G0 
XOR: XOR operation in 128 bits 
|ll|: Concatenation operation in 128 bits 
H: Logarithm of the number of keys proportion 

to the heights in B+Tree O(1) - O(log H) 
|DC| : Number of dimensions in cube 
|NC|: Number of generated cubes 
|NC2|: Square root of multiple operation of data  

collections contain number of correlations 
 

 TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COST 

 
  Our scheme applied a 2-step encryption consisting of AES 
and CP-ABE algorithm to encrypt the materialized view and 
the symmetric key respectively. Since the size of the view or 
the cube is relatively small, using AES algorithm even 
provides fast data encryption. Then, the CP-ABE method is 
applied to encrypt the 256-AES key. For the decryption case, 
the computation cost is subject to the number of attributes in 

the policy and the number of attributes contained in the user 
secret key together with the exponential operation of prime 
order group G1 and bilinear pairing operation. All the 
encrypted MVs (NC) are indexed through B+Tree where the 
search operation on encrypted cubes MVs is subject to the 
three height H and the number of cubes generated from the 
dimensions. Specifically, our search cost does not deal with 
the prime order group as other works do. This makes our 
scheme took least query time compared to related works. 
For scheme [18], the encryption phase takes multiple XOR 
operations which are required to perform AES encryption of 
128 bits in the exponential operation of G0 and the 
concatenation operation of prime order group G1. For the 
decryption phase, the computation cost is less than 
encryption phase because it does not need multiple XOR 
operation, and some operations are constructed when having 
a search for pair of value. The query cost is high due to the 
multiple searches of key pair value in N documents which 
consume NC2 operations and repeat the search for another 
sub key pairs of two different documents. However, the 
security of 126-bit AES encryption is considered insecure. 
  In scheme [25], the encryption phase is done through 
homomorphic function that deals with arithmetic operation 
with the exponential operation of prime order group G1. For 
decryption, it takes higher cost than ours due to the 
cryptographical construct of Chinese remainder and the 
exponential operation in group G0  of G1. The method of 
search operation on encrypted cubes is quite weighty 
because there are couple of arithmetic operations and result 
comparison. 
  In scheme [26], the encryption and decryption are executed 
through the arithmetic in group of G1 and mainly by Paillier 
cryptosystem which consumes more computational cost than 
AES-256. Moreover, the query method is more complex than 
other schemes as it needs to generate and get the response for 
particular encrypted cube. 

B. Performance Analysis 
We conducted the experiments to evaluate encryption, 

decryption, query, and revocation performance of our 
scheme and related works including [18], [25], [26]. The 
steps of our experiments are done with setting up the 
environment for cube construction based on Tiny OLAP 
opensource [33], a cloud proxy for data encryption and 
decryption, and the blockchain. Then, we used Python to 
construct cryptographic operations using built-in Python 
module and art [37] libraries. 

• Experiment Setup 
The implementation is done via Python’s Cryptography 

and we used Java-Pairing based Cryptography [34] and the 
Advanced Crypto Software Collection [35], [36] to simulate 
the cryptographic operations of our scheme. For scheme 
[18], we used pycryptodomex [38] and pycryptodome [39] 
libraries, and used numpy [40] with sympy [41] libraries, 
partially homomorphic encryption PHE for scheme [25] and 
[26] respectively. The experiments were done on an Intel(R) 
Xeon(R) E-2336 CPU @ 2.9GHz and 16 GB of RAM server 

Scheme Encryption Cost Decryption Cost Query/Search 
Cost 

[18] 2G0 (AESEnc1 + 
XOR) + G1(II) 

2G0 + G1(II) 
AESDec1  

E + 2G0 + |DC| + 
|NC2|  

[25] (4Gm)G1  2Gm + G0(G1) 2Gm + 2G1 + 
|DC| + |NC| 

[26] PCREnc + G1Gm  PCRDec + G1Gm 4G1Gm + |DC| + 
|NC|  

Ours (2|AP| + 1)G0 + 
2G1+ AESEnc2 

(2|UA| + 1)E + 
(2|AP| + 2)G1 + 
AESDec2 

H+ |DC| + |NC| 
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that is running on the Ubuntu 20.04 Operating System. As 
the library and module are on the Ubuntu Server, we used 
python code instead of solidity to represent the blockchain.  
to support user revocation process. In our scheme, we used 
Ethereum as a blockchain platform for our simulation and 
used Solidity to develop three smart contracts. 

 
1) Encryption and Decryption Performance 

To measure the encryption and decryption performance, 
we compare the time used to encrypt and decrypt the cube or 
dimension and measure data of our scheme, scheme [18], 
scheme [25], and scheme [26].  The computation time was 
then measured by varying the number of MVs while 
maintaining a constant data size of 250 KB for all executions 
of all implemented algorithms. Figure 6 and Figure 7 depict 
the overall encryption and decryption costs for all schemes. 

 
FIGURE 6. Total Encryption Cost 

 

 
FIGURE 7. Total Decryption Cost 
    
As shown in Figure 6, the comparison of the encryption time 
of each scheme compared to ours, our scheme’s encryption 
time stays constant and minimal at all variations of the of 
MVs number, compared to other schemes.  This is because 
we applied AES encryption to encrypt all the constant size 
of MVs and used the CP-ABE to encrypt the symmetric key. 
In scheme [25], the encryption is based on homomorphic 
method of which the cost is subject to the constant size of 
data. However, it is approximately three times higher than 
ours. Scheme [18] used random method of AES128bits with 
a default deterministic function which cost even higher than 

scheme [25] and ours. Scheme [26] took the most expensive 
encryption cost among all as it is executed by PHE partially 
homomorphic encryption.  
    Figure 7 demonstrates the comparison in computational 
time of each scheme compared to ours which includes both 
decryption cost and searching cost over encrypted MVs. 
Each scheme has their alternatives method to both 
decryption algorithms and retrieving the encrypted MVs to 
be decrypted. The graph depicts that our scheme’s 
decryption time still stays constant although it takes more 
computing cost at the initial stages where the number of 
generated MVs are small. However, when the number of 
generated MVs are higher, the processing time for 
decryption in our scheme is mathematically less than other 
schemes due to the optimized search cost over encrypted 
MVs based on the B+Tree. In [18], the decryption time 
which is subject to the AES128 bits with the deterministic 
function and the search cost, initially yielded the least cost 
among all schemes. However, when the number of MVs 
increases, the processing time started growing sharply. This 
is because there were multiple searching times over 
encrypted data which split them into 4 types of data. In 
scheme [25], the decryption cost is subject to the operation 
of CRT and homomorphic decryption and some searching 
comparison. In scheme [26], the decryption cost relies on 
Paillier cryptosystem and the search through complex 
request and response algorithm which account for more 
computation cost than scheme [25] and ours.   
 

2) User Revocation Performance 

We measured the user revocation cost by the addition of 
the processing time for retrieving the data which basically 
searching the right node key value from B+Tree data 
structure on the encrypted MVs and the processing time for 
re-encrypt the symmetric key by generating SA’ and repeat 
the CP-ABE encryption. In this regard, blockchain is very 
handy to facilitate and foster the process of the whole user 
revocation process. Blockchain contains several smart 
contracts to fulfill the needs for completed user revocation. 
The first function is to create random and secure user 
credential information such as userID and password to be 
used for revoking process. The second contract is to generate 
Revol list to add and store the revoked user whenever the DO 
makes a request to OLAP interface. The third smart contract 
is to validate the attributes and NKV to support the 
decryption throughput. To this end, we did the experiment to 
demonstrate the detailed cost of the revocation that consists 
of the retrieval of the affected ciphertexts and the ciphertext 
re-encryption. Figure 8 illustrates the detailed cost of user 
revocation. We measured the revocation time by varying the 
number of users per role.  
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FIUGRE 8. Detailed Cost of User Revocation 
    

As shown in Figure 8, our experiment demonstrates that the 
performance of our proposed revocation mechanism based 
on blockchain and B+Tree outperforms the traditional search 
for retrieving the encrypted MVs to be used for the re-
encryption process. With our proposed scheme, we used a 
node key value representing the pointer to any encrypted 
MVs where multiple users are only applicable or allowed to 
access one MVs based on their role. The proposed indexing 
scheme enables the efficient retrieval of encrypted cubes 
based on the role-based model. Hence, when the number of 
users per role is huge, the smart contract combines multiple 
users who share the same role in a separate list for 
conducting the re-encryption process for each revocation 
request. Therefore, we only have to perform small search 
cost to get all users in the same role. In contrast, the solution 
that do not provide CT retrieval method generally rely on the 
traditional search where the exhaustive search is executed to 
search on one-by-one comparison in checking the CT ever 
accessed by the revoked user.  

3) Data Access (Decryption) Throughput 

Finally, we conducted the experiment to test the 
decryption throughput to determine how much our scheme 
accommodates the cube access transactions. The throughput 
was measured using the generation of concurrent multi-
thread requests for supporting the data access request where 
the proxy runs search operation and re-encryption. Here, we 
used the fixed size of cube at 250KB, 5-attribute policy, and 
5-attribute secret key. We varied the number of decryptions 
requests up to 100,000 requests and recorded the throughput 
as shown in Figure 9. 

 
FIGURE 9. Decryption Throughput 

The result shown in Figure 5 indicated that our proposed 
scheme yielded the highest throughput at 572 in supporting 
1,800 concurrent decryption requests per second. The system 
can still support the number of requests in the range of1000 
to 10000 requests before there is a sharp decline when the 
number of requests exceed 10000 requests. In fact, the 
throughput performance is based on the hardware used to run 
the transactions. In real cloud environment, using our 
proposed scheme would render higher throughput as the 
resource dynamic provisioning, high computation with load 
balancing of cloud computing.  The optimized cost for 
searching over encrypted MVs through B+Tree node key 
value index and CP-ABE decryption over the small size of 
symmetric key enables the high throughput and high 
utilization of computation resource. 

 
4) Processing Cost occurred in Blockchain 

   Finally, we evaluate the performance of the smart 
contracts executed using the Blockchain technology by 
means of the gas cost. In our experiments, we simulated the 
network gas fees required by the blockchain to execute smart 
contracts. These contracts serve the purpose of 
authenticating users, adding-on a revoke user’s identity, and 
validating the attributes and NKV of users in Revol, 
respectively; authenticateBC(), updateRevolBC(), and 
validateBC(). 
    In our experimental setup, we imposed a gas limit of 
3,000,000 and defined specific criteria for various smart 
contracts to enhance user authentication mechanisms. A 
dataset comprising 1,000 distinct users was synthetically 
generated, with each record consisting of a unique name, 
userID, uniqueString, password, and an activity status. 
During the revocation list update process, a parallel list 
search algorithm was employed to append additional 
identities to the existing dataset, ensuring there were no 
duplicates. The ValidateBC smart contract utilized the 
keccak256 hashing function alongside encoding techniques 
to authenticate the integrity of the new and existing 
revocation lists. The gas costs are shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5. Blockchain Cost 
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QUERY COST (Consider Gas Price Per Unit = 
0.375USD 

Smart Contracts Gas Consumption 
(in Wei) 

Cost (USD) 

authenticateBC() 3678747 0.0137948 
updateRevolBC() 865400 0.0032452 
validateBC() 629011 0.0023587 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As depicted in Table 5, the estimated gas expenditures for 
executing each smart contract are presented. The gas price, 
which represents the amount of Ether (ETH) a user is willing 
to pay per unit of gas, is conventionally expressed in Gwei 
(1 Gwei = 10^-9 ETH = 1 billion Wei). The cost of 
consumption in USD is calculated by multiplying the gas 
utilized by the gas price, which signifies the actual expense 
incurred for transaction execution or smart contract 
operations. Our findings indicate that the smart contracts for 
list update and validation incurred relatively minimal costs, 
whereas the authentication contract exhibited significantly 
higher gas fees due to the complexities involved in managing 
multiple identities. The incorporation of blockchain 
technology into our proposed framework did not markedly 
degrade the system's performance. On the contrary, it 
substantially augmented the reliability of user requests by 
ensuring robust authentication and validation, in addition to 
maintaining the integrity of search outcomes retrieved from 
public cloud services. Our system adopts a proof of stake 
consensus mechanism, favoring validators over miners to 
address challenges related to scalability, security, and 
fostering a more dynamic decentralized ecosystem. 
 
VII. Conclusion 
We have proposed the privacy-preserving data warehouse 
access control scheme enabling secure and fine-grained 
access control to both data warehouse outsourced in the 
cloud and the OLAP query made over the data warehouse. 
We leveraged CP-ABE and symmetric encryption to encrypt 
the data warehouse and devised the access policy to be 
constructed with a set of attributes and roles used to enforce 
the encryption for users in role-based model. We also 
introduced B+ Tree technique to support efficient data (cube) 
retrieval and employed blockchain to handle authentication 
and assist in the user revocation process. With the proposed 
solution, we achieve privacy protection of data warehouse 
with the secure and efficient delivery of the OLAP query. 
We conducted the experiments to measure the encryption 
time, decryption time, and revocation time of our scheme and 
related works. The results demonstrated that our proposed 
scheme outperforms related works for all experiments. For 
future works, the investigation on privacy preserving of 
multi-version of the changes of data warehouse is worth to 

study. In addition, the cross-domain big data sharing is 
challenging. 
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